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Value-Added Tax and the Financing of Social Security
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The issue of substituting a value-addedtax (VAT)
for part of present payroll taxes in financing social
security is best thought of as two fundamental questions: (1) whether social security should be totally
limited to a payroll tax; and, if so, how? (the linkage
issue); and (2) whether we want a consumption tax,
like VAT, in the Federaltax system (the consumption
tax issue),
.
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that we have today. Burkhauser and Warlick have
shown that, at best, only about a third of the benefit in
Old Age and Survivors insurance is wage related.3
Inclusion of Medicare. .. makesthe wage-relatedcomponent even smaller.
Two other recent developments add to confusion
about the contributory principle. For some low-income workers, the payroll tax is effectively repealed
or reduced by a tax credit on earnedincome, and the
creation of Supplemental Security Incomeamountsto
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"contributory principle."1
To someextent the linkage is explained by a theory
that the payroll tax constitutes an insurance contribu-

tion by the insured, but this patently doesnot explain
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sophical review of the issues in the early 1950s, offers
the theory that the cost of extra benefits for employees
with low lifetime wage experience, the welfare compo-

nent, was paid for by the employer tax, while the
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purely wage-related component of the' benefit was
paid for by the premium-type contribution by employees who would be future beneficiaries. Willcox
offers no explanation why this particular tax - a tax
on employers - was used to finance the non-insurance, welfare component.2, , ,
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'For a gooddiscussionof the original ideasaboutpayroll tax financing,
which covers the significant systemchangesin the early years,cf,
Alans~nW. Willcox, "TheContrib~toryPri?cipleand the !nt~grity of
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Presently, there is no well articulated theory of why
social security should be linked to a payroll tax other
than a rather vague notion that, to some extent, wagerelated benefits are justified only by some tax (or
compulsory
the wages
that give
rise .
to the benefit.contribution)
I turn now to on
a rather
theoretical
discus-

Clearly social insurance is different from private
insurance, but these differences are matters of degree
and the issue is so close that under our strict proportionality one could not assert a priori which workers
would
prefer.
I willpolitics.6
say more about this choice shortly
when we
discuss

sion of the question to what extent should the benefit
system be linked to wages.
Employer and Employee Taxes. I assume that the
employer tax is shifted to workers and I will treat it as
a tax paid in the short-run by workers. This conclusion
is reached by Brittain and is followed by most current
writers in social security.4 . . .
To the extent that there is any controversy about the
shifting of payroll taxes, it involves mostly issues of
the long-run impact on labor supply of a charge on
working. But these consequences are related to any
charge on working. The point is that the payroll tax,
whether on employers or employees, is a charge on
working.
A Minimum Linkage System with Payroll Taxes.
Payroll tax financing would be quite rational if it were
part of a social security system in which: (a) benefits
were roughly proportional to taxable wages at all
wage levels (possibly up to a ceiling on wages for both
tax and benefit purposes); and (b) the level of benefits
and wage taxes were not changed in any significant
way except through a referendum of young voters
(which will be elaborated shortly). I refer to these as
the proportionality condition and the political condition, respectively.
A strict proportionality between benefits and taxable wages would clearly justify calling social security
an insurance system even though it does not involve a
reserve. The analogy has been developed to a social
contract in which the present working generation
makes consumption loans to the present aged genera,tion in return for the expectation of obtaining "repayment by drawing down such payments from the next
generation" (when present workers are 0Id).5

'PaulA. Samuelson,
"An ExactConsumption-Lo~?
Modelof Inte~est
with or without the SocialContrivanceof Money, Journalof Political
Economy
66:467-82
(December
1958)andHenryJ.Aaron,"TheSocial

If we have only a loose proportionality between
benefits and wages, i.e., more benefits in relation to
taxes paid for low-wage workers, the insurance analogy still has some merit but the case is more complicated. A private retirement or survivor insurancesystem, as well as a social insurance system with strict
proportionality between benefits and wages, provides
insurance against the eventualities of living a long
time after retirement (and having one's savings run
out) or dying young, with surviving dependents,
before accumulating savings. Generally these eventualities are unpredictable at young ages (there is little
room for adverse selection); so we are dealing with an
eventuality of the type handled by.private insurance.
One can still make a strong case for payroll-taxfinancing in a social security system in which the
benefit structure is modercitely biased in favor of
workers with low lifetime wages. Our political discussion will throw more light on this.
Our argument to this point has been based on analogy and has been rather normative. We need to give
more attention to some behavioral aspects of a payrolltax-financed social security system such as exists
now in the United States. This is the thrust of our
political condition.
If a social insurance system is in being, it is possible
to change the scale of benefits and taxes and thereby
extend benefits to all of the already retired who never
paid a dime of contribution toward the cost of this new
insurance. Further, any 55-year-old worker will pay
more tax for ten years and then enjoy a benefit that
would ordinarily cost a lifetime of tax contributions.
This is how we introduced Medicare.
The fact that social security involves a transfer
between generations has received much attention in
the literature.7 In an ongoing system of social security
this transfer is of no great consequence - it can be the
way our tribe cares for its aged. The problem is rather
different when we are considering a basic change in
t
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Insurance Paradox," CanodianJournal of Economicsand Political
Science32:371-4(August1966J.

lty, m whIch the retIred and older workers, lIke me,
vote, is an atrocious public choice mechanism. . . .

'JohnA.Brittain,ThePayrallTaxforSocialSecurity.
Washington,
D.C.,
Brooking.s
Institution.1972;.Richardand PeggyMusg~ave,
Public
FInance
In TheoryandPractIce,
NewYork,McGrawHill, 1973,pp.
390-95.

This atrocious public choice situation argues
strongly against the heavy use of wage-tax-financing
in the kind of social security system that we have
today, in which system level changes are voted on by
non-taxpayers and short-term taxpayers.
To be thoroughly justified as a device for social
security financing, the payroll tax should serve as a
device for making political decisions about social
security more rational. If we provided that no basic
"Even with strict proportionality of the benefit amount to tax-paid
wages, there would be a bias against workers planning to stay single
arising from the survivor benefits. It is my impression that such a bias is
common in private pension plans.
'E.g., Donald Parsons and Douglas Monro, "Intergenerational Transfers
in Social Security," in Michael J. Boskin, ed., The Crisis in Social
Security. San Francisco, Institute for Contemporary Studies. 1977.
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change in. social security. wou~d be enacted unless
approved m a referendum I~ whIch only peoplebelow
the age of 50 cou~dvote, thIS test would be met.
~he troubl~ wIth the wage tax when coupled with
ulll,;,ersal ~otmg o.nsystem changesas normal politicalissues IS that It. becomes.too easy ~or oldste:s to
vote themse~veswm.dfall gaIns by votIng for hIgher
levels of socIal securIty.

The Income Tax and General
Revenue
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A tentative conclusion of the argument to this point
is that there ought to be substantial general revenue
financing of social security. I propose to hold this in
abeyancefor a while and consider the question: "If we
increasethe expenditures that must be financed out of
generalrevenues(and borrowing), should we increase
income taxes or adopt a new tax, like VAT?"
We start with the obvious point that, excluding
payroll taxes, the U.S. Federal government runs on
income taxes. For a practical matter, it is possible to
meet new expenditures by raising income tax rgtes.
Further, still in the realm of possibilities, it is well
known that the income tax yield could be increased
without changing marginal tax rates on ordinary
income by cutting loopholes.
It is also well known that, politically, loophole closing is very hard to do, about as hard as raising tax
rates.
You are well aware that there is large support
within the Congressfor the Kemp-Roth bill to reduce
inc.ometax rates. I do not expectthis to pass,but I cite
it as a bloc of votes that would oppose substituting
income tax for payroll tax. A further political point is
that, for quite a few years, payroll tax rates have
increased while income tax rates have been reduced..
Much of the reduction in income tax rates has been
merely removing the.. increases associatedwith inflation, but I still draw on this historical evidencethat a
full reversal to raising income taxes in order to cut
payroll taxes would face a tough political road.
I would not shirk from a political fight if the casefor
higher income taxes were pure. Unfortunately, I cannot report that this is the case. In the contemporary
public finance literature, the income tax as it now
exists (or even as it would exist if it were reformed
toward a more comprehensivetax base)is taking considerable abuse.This academicattack on the income
tax is made ~p of several charges.
A most serIOUS
attack centers on the argument that
an incometax d.iscri,~inatesag~instsavin?s.The "double-tax-on-savm~s argum~nt m.economicsgoesback
to John ~tua~t Mill and IrvI.ng FIsher.
. "
. T~ere ISwidesprea.dpublIc concerna?out thIS savmgs p,~nal~yof an mco~,~ tax. One ~sthe concern
about capItal s~ortage.s. Another IS the sort ?f
welfar~-economics ev~dence offered b.y ~artm
Feldstem ~hat the marg~nal rate o! s~bstItutIon between capItal and labor m.pr~ductIon IS greater than
the margInal rate of substItutIon between future and
current consumption; i.e.,the productivity of capital is

greater than the rate of time preference.9Finally, our
lawmakers, including "liberal" Democratic presidents, have enacted a large, but erratic, collection of
"loopholes" in the double tax on savings - pension
plans, investment credit, favorable treatment of
equity in homeownership, IRA accounts,tax-exempt
bonds, deferral of tax on capital appreciation, accelerated depreciation, and the like. . . .

w~are not

here to bury the income tax but to note

that It has severe health problems that stand in the
way of expansion. From a logical basis, our system of
taxing corporations is very unsatisfactory. The problem of the double tax on dividends is well known, but
only in 1977did the businesscommunity realize that
mm-elyremoving the double tax on dividends leaves
an undistributed profits tax, which wasn't popular
either. M~re serious is the feature of an unintegrated
~orporateIncometax to overtax earningsof low-income
Investors and undertax the retained earnings belongbelonging to high-income investors.
It is well known that an income tax works badly in
inflation,andwedon'tknowhowtocorrectthisfully.
Indexing the exemptions and rate brackets is relatively easy.Increasing the basis of assetswould seem
manageable(if not simple), but this overlooks all of
the problems associatedwith inflationary distortions
of debt, i.e.,gains to borrowers and lossesto lenders.1O
Finally, what to do about capital gains is a major
structural problem. The sourceof the difficulty is that
the Congress consistently refuses to deal with the
pr~bl~m of appreciation transferred at death. Estate
buIldIng through unrealized capital appreciation
promises avoidance of income tax. Given this way of
avoiding tax on capital appreciation, it is not smart to
realizegain during one'slifetime when reinvestmentis
planned. In these circumstances we will continue to
see demonstrations that a heavy tax on realization
causessomeholders of appreciatedproperty to put off
realization. These demonstrations tend to hold down
the capital gains rat" ras they did last year), and a low
capital gains rate gene"3tes all sorts of schemesto
avoid tax on what should be ordinary income.
. In summary, my conclusion about the state of the
Intellectual debateover the incometax leavesme with
the sameconclusion as my assessmentof the politics.
Increasing the incometax to provide a replacementfor
part of the payroll tax is a very poor prospect.
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We arrive finally at the subject of using the V AT as
the general revenue tax to replace part of the payroll
tax. My argument here will, I regret, still be moderately complicated.
In the first place, the clear implication of my previous remarks is that any addition to general revenue
financing should be a consumption tax. The problems
in the incometax centeron the taxation of savings and
wealth; so a Federal tax on wealth encounters the
samedifficulties.

"E.g.. Barry Bosworth, James Duesenberry and Andrew Carron. Copital
Needs in the Seventies, Washington. D.C., Brookings Institution, 1975.

"Martin S. Fe!dstei~, "Does the United States Save Too Little?" Americon EconomIc RevIew 67:116-121 [February 1977).

The authors are "optimistic" about the supply of savings assuming
balanced Federal budgets.

IOHenry J.Aaron, ed" Inflation and the Income Tax, Washington, D.C..
Brookings Institution, 1977.
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In the second place, as a practical matter, the most
efficient means of introducing a new Federal tax on
consumption is the tax on value added (VAT). From
an economic standpoint, however, a tax on wages has
a broad similarity to a tax on consumption.
Finally, I will argue that the most significant difference between using a broad consumption tax like
VAT to replace part of the payroll tax is that it could
avoid some of the bad political consequences of the
payroll tax.
The last two parts of the argument require some
elaboration.
Our experience in this country with consumption
taxation is in retail sales taxation. A Federal retail
sales tax would, however, have a variety of exemptions. Even if the Feds hold the line on food and medicine exemptions, there would be a need for a variety of
exemptions dealing with particular sales that are near
the retail-wholesale border. A special set of Federal
exemptions to be administered at the checkout counter, along with existing and different state tax exemptions, seems to me to create a serious admini~trative
problem. A VAT, however, can be collected much as
an income tax.
There are a variety of problems associated with
applying V AT to various kinds of consumption, such
as housing. My guess is that in an actual V AT some
types of consumption would be unequally taxed, but I
doubt that the outcome would amount to as much
unneutrality as is generated by the. . .income tax.
In the United States, the important argument, historically, against a Federal consumption tax has been
that any such tax is regressive. As a substitute for a
payroll tax, this argument is irrelevant since the payroll taxis also regressive. The Pechman-Okner study
of the income distribution of the tax burden shows
that the difference in the distribution of the burden is

tion. The problem that I emphasized in the income tax
was the overtaxation of savings. In principle, this
"double-tax" problem could be eliminated by exempting income saved from tax, which is what a consumption tax does, or it could be eliminated by taxing
savings and thereafter excluding the tax on investment income, which is what we do when we tax only
wages and proprietor "earned" income, as in the payroll tax.
My conclusion to this point is that there would be
little overall difference in the economic effect of the
U.S. tax system if we substituted a VAT for part of the
payroll tax. This argument has not gone to the serious
political problems identified with the payroll tax. It
gives the older population an unwarranted opportunity
to obtain a windfall gain by committing the young to
excessive levels of social insurance. This would be
avoided by my special voting proposal on social security issues, but without this form of voting, I see the
payroll tax (in theory) as too easy to increase. The
evidence of increasing payroll taxes here and abroad
gives substance to this theory.
My theoretical point can be seen very clearly when
it is recognized that even if consumption taxes and
payroll taxes are equivalent with regard to the income
size distribution of tax burden, they are not indifferent
as to the age distribution of the tax burden. Payroll tax
financing exempts the aged and tells those past the age
of 50 that they will have to carry a heavier tax burden
for only a few years. A broad consumption tax would
fall on the aged as well as the near aged. It should
break out of the bias toward increasing social security
that arises from exclusive reliance on taxing the
young, i.e., from the payroll tax.

There are differences, however. Pechman and
Okner indicate that, in 1966, backward shifting (i.e.,
assuming that the payroll tax really falls on wages)
makes it slightly more progressive than a consumption tax. With the increase in the wage base provided
by recent legislation, the wage tax would appear even
more progressive.
The issue of tax progressivity or regressivity, however, is not really very important, since the government should care about the total distribution of aftertax income, not a single effect on this distribution.
Under either payroll tax or VAT we could change the
regressivity by making payments of cash, such as
refundable credits. Browning has argued that our institutions for setting transfer payments and adjusting
them for price-level changes does this fairly automatically, and he concludes that Pechman and Okner overstate the regressivity of a consumption tax.12
My point about the irrelevance of the progressivity
differences is closely matched when we look at the
neutrality aspects of consumption vs. payroll taxa-

ence wh.ether we fmanced the program by payroll
taxes or I~ part by a V AT. ~e know, ho,:-,ever, tha~ the
system WIll cha~ge over tIme. The:e wIll be contlpuous I?ress.ureto mcrease the be~efIt .level, and, a~ the
relatIv.e SIzeof t~e aged populatI.o~ rIses, there.w~ll. be
unav~Idable choIces between raIsmg taxes or lImItIng
benefIts. .
, .
.
Assummg that we do~ t ~ntroduce a control m the
form of a referendum lImIted to Y°';lng workers, I
would ar~ue f~r a strategy of relymg ~n gene~al
revenue. fInancIng, by way of ~ AT, to fmance mcreases m the system. As a.~rachcal matter, I wo~ld
regard the present trans~hon th~t we are gOIng
throug~, name~y the large Increase m the wage base
that wIll co.~e Into ~ffect over th.e ne:xt few years, as a
c~ange decIsIon. It ~san alternatIv~, I~ part, to a sele~hv~ system of scalIng back be~efIts m the less merItono.us cases as was proposed m the 1980 budget by
PresIdent Carter..
..
In the longer ru.n, I woul? lIke to see the transItIon
cost of new benefIt scales fmanced by. a VAT. Ideally
the current payroll tax should also be mcreased at the
same time, and it should be used to generate some

"JosephA. Pechmanand BenjaminOkner. WhoBeorsthe Tox Burden?
Washington,D.C..BrookingsInstitution. 1974.

reserve financing; but this is not crucial. It would be
feasible to enact a long transition
increase in payroll

12Edgar
Browning.
"TheBurdenof Taxation,"
Journolof Political&onamy.86:649-71
(August1978).

tax with the extra cost of full, immediate extension of
benefits being paid by a VAT,

quite trivial
treated
like
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If we knew
tha! th~ sc~le of social security
not change,
I don t t.hmk It would
make much
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